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Project summary 
Vision 
Økern becomes a connected area for local inhabitants and an attraction to visit. 
 
Bekk to the Future is the first step in making Økern go from a space to a place. The route attracts 
locals and others to discover the unique urban landscape of Økern. The path is an attraction in itself, 
where visitors are introduced to local artists and activities along the way. As a result of Bekk to the 
Future, walking is a safe and comfortable choice. The attraction to Økern has created greater local 
community engagement and builds the foundation for the neighborhood’s future development. 
 
Summary 
Bekk to the Future is a project based around the historical Hovinbekken stream and addresses two 
identified problems at Økern. First, navigating the area is challenging because of a lack of walkable 
connections, and second, the area lacks a sense of place and identity. The project has resulted in a 
route between the uncovered parts of Hovinbekken at Hasle and Risløkka, marked by blue circles to 
create a practical, walkable connection across Økern. Posters along the path introduce people to the 
unique spaces and the history of Økern to give the area a sense of place. Responses from stakeholders 
and media, as well as results from a survey, indicate a positive outcome of the project. 

Background 
The project is part of CityStudio Oslo, an interdisciplinary course focusing on sustainable city 
development. The course is a collaboration between four academic institutions in the Oslo-region and 
the City of Oslo. This year CityStudio Oslo focuses on Hovinbyen, one of the largest development 
areas in Oslo, which will accommodate for 30 000 - 40 000 new homes, and 50 000 - 100 000 new 
jobs, within the next 50 years (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018a). 
 
The municipality has defined Økern as an important center for development in Hovinbyen. There are 
currently private plans to develop Økern into an attractive urban center with homes, commerce, 
culture and offices, with the Hovinbekken stream reopened (Økern Sentrum, 2020a). The strategic 
plan VPOR Hasle og Valle Hovin proposes to open Hovinbekken between Hasle, Økern and Risløkka, 
combined with a new walkway (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018b). This proposal’s realization is 
dependent on the private development of Økern, which has a time frame of 10-20 years. LEVA Urban 
Design has executed multiple participation activities and a neighborhood survey with residents around 
Økern, as part of the planning process for the zoning plan for “Økern Sentrum”. The results show that 
many people have negative associations with Økern. “Dead”, “abandoned”, “trafficked” and “boring” 
are some words that people often mention when describing the site (LEVA Urban Design, 2020a). 
The locals expressed a wish for a north-south connection through Økern, and many feel unsafe due to 
heavy traffic. Inputs from local residents to the Strategic Plan for Hovinbyen show a need for better 
connections within Hovinbyen, that it is challenging to navigate, and that there is too much traffic in 
the area (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018a). 
 
The project group has identified two main problems from the strategic plans, participation insights 
and the group’s own experiences of Økern. Firstly it is difficult to navigate and walk. Økern is 
dominated by cars, heavy infrastructure and physical barriers. Secondly, there is a lack of 
attractiveness, recognition, and familiarity at Økern. The project group refers to these issues as 
problems of walkability and of identity. The project group believes that it is too long to wait 10-20 
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years to deal with these problems and activate the area. Bekk to the Future is a temporary solution to 
the problems, using Hovinbekken as a connective structure that helps people navigate and spark a 
changed perception of Økern. 
 

 
Figure 1. Concept visualization. 

The 5 S’s 
CityStudio introduces a project framework made up of 5 S’s to launch real projects: Staff, Support, 
Site, Steward and Scale. Together these points make up the key elements for creating a project with 
impact. 
 
S1 Staff and City Strategy 
 
City Staff Contact 
The city staff contact for this project has been Gaute Lerstad Thorsnes from the Agency for Urban 
Environment, who works in the agency’s Mobility Division. The project is a result of close 
cooperation between the project group and the Agency for Urban Environment.  
 
City Strategies and Goals 
The Strategic Plan for Hovinbyen states that Hovinbekken will be developed as a green-blue structure 
that connects Hovinbyen between ‘Marka’ and the fjord (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018a). VPOR 
Hasle og Valle Hovin proposes to open Hovinbekken between Hasle, Økern and Risløkka, and to 
coordinate this with a new walkway (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018b). Use of temporary installments 
in Hovinbyen is suggested in the Strategic plan for Hovinbyen, because of the long time frame of 
development (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018a). Bekk to the Future is a temporary solution to the 
proposed development of Hovinbekken as a connective walking structure in Hovinbyen. The Strategic 
Plan for Hovinbyen envisions a place where walking and biking are the preferred choices in everyday 
life (Plan- og bygningsetaten, 2018a). The city has a concrete goal to reduce climate gas emissions by 
95 % before 2030 (Oslo kommune, 2020a). Walking and cycling are means for reducing climate gas 
emissions in Oslo. Bekk to the Future makes walking available in one of Oslo’s most car-dominated 
areas. 
 
Potential Conflict with other Strategies 
Bekk to the Future is a pedestrian route that connects to several combined walking- and biking paths. 
Oslo’s plan for the bicycle network, Plan for sykkelveinettet i Oslo, proposes an express route from 
Ring 3 to the city center, with separate bike paths (Oslo kommune & Statens vegvesen, 2018). Should 
the project attract many people, the path could potentially conflict with cyclists’ interests and the 
planned network for cycling in Oslo. 
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S2 Support and Resources 
Økern Sentrum ANS sponsored the project with a cost of maximum 30 000 NOK. The main costs 
include blue circle signs, posters and installation equipment. The actual expenses were lower than the 
planned expenses. Økern Sentrum ANS also lent the project group a working space to prototype 
installations and provided necessary tools. The full budget and sponsorship agreement can be found in 
Appendix A. 

S3 Site 

 
Figure 2. Geographical location in Oslo and Hovinbyen. 
 
Bekk to the Future is a path located in the Økern area in Oslo. It stretches between the open parts of 
Hovinbekken at Risløkka and Hasle, north and south of Økern. Multiple options for the path’s 
location were considered during the project work, such as following the historical route or the 
underground pipes. Both were impossible to follow because of large barriers as roads, train tracks or 
construction sites. The final path was selected because it was the most practical and effective route, 
and it connected essential points of interest or activity. The selected path goes behind Økernsenteret, 
to connect the path to the temporary installments and activities executed by LEVA Urban Design, as 
well as connecting it to the metro and bus station. The path is strategically placed for moving through 
different urban spaces to give an honest impression of Økern. 

 
Figure 3. Map of different water courses and the “Bekk to the Future” route. 
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S4 Stewardship and Stakeholders 
The project connects several stakeholders from both the public, private and voluntary sectors. They 
have been given the capacity to contribute and continue the project in the future through formal 
agreements of sponsorship and stewardship, and through communication about design and 
implementation. 
 
Økern Sentrum ANS  is owned by Steen & Strøm and Storebrand Livsforsikring. The company owns 
several properties at Økern in Oslo, with plans to develop the area into an urban and attractive city 
center: ‘Økern Sentrum.’ (Økern Sentrum, 2020b). Økern Sentrum ANS has sponsored the project and 
given permits to work with the path’s design on their plot. LEVA Urban Design  is an urban design 
firm specializing in analysis, facilitation, tactical urbanism and placemaking within city development 
(LEVA Urban Design, 2020b). They are hired to assist with the participation process of the Økern 
Sentrum plan, involving the local community and implementing temporary installments. They have 
contributed with guidance for the project design and valuable knowledge from working at the site. 
 
Oslo Elveforum is a voluntary organization and forum that works to protect, rehabilitate and further 
develop Oslo's rivers and streams (Oslo Elveforum, 2020). Oslo Elveforum has provided useful 
knowledge about Hovinbekken. They have signed a stewardship agreement, stating that they are 
responsible for maintaining the installations and taking them down in December 2021. Oslo 
Elveforum will inherit the blue circle signs, and have shown interest in continuing the concept of 
marking hidden waterways. 
 
The Agency for Urban Environment is the municipal agency responsible for developing and 
managing public urban spaces in Oslo (Oslo kommune, 2020b). The agency has been involved from 
the start of the project and has provided their opinion in design, planning and formal agreements. The 
agency has given the group permits to implement the project on their plots.  
 
The Norwegian Public Roads Administration  (NPRA) is the national government agency 
responsible for the planning, construction, operation and maintenance of the national and county road 
networks. (Ministry of Transport, 2020). They own or manage large parts of the path. The project 
group arranged an inspection with representatives from the NPRA to discuss the placement of the blue 
circles. NPRA gave several suggestions and alternatives to the original design. The final application 
was produced in accordance with the agreements made during the inspection.  
 
Sporveien is a company owned by the City of Oslo, responsible for managing and operating the 
metro’s infrastructure and tram in the Oslo region (Sporveien, 2020). The project group needed 
permits from Sporveien because they managed the plot at Økern metro station. The final path was laid 
differently across the plot, and the design was downscaled, due to feedback and proposed alterations 
from Sporveien.  
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S5 Scalability 
The project group has a vision to create something that can grow in the future or inspire others to do 
similar interventions elsewhere, especially in areas undergoing urban transformation. 
 
Identity and placemaking 
Many cities struggle with creating a sense of place, identity and belonging. especially when 
transforming old industrial sites into new urban development districts. The project seeks to deal with 
this problem through placemaking and tactical urbanism. The project aims to showcase the benefits of 
small actions and temporary interventions in areas under development. Many development projects 
take decades to realize, however a place needs people and activity to flourish and mature. Bekk to the 
Future should stand as an example of how temporary projects can fill the time gap of long 
development to make spaces under development more attractive, in Hovinbyen, Oslo or elsewhere. 
 
Walkability and sustainable cities 
The project also fits into the context of sustainable mobility within modern, compact cities. 
Highlighting walkable connections through tactical interventions in the urban landscape can change 
people’s travel behavior and encourage sustainable mobility. The ‘General Theory of Walkability’ 
states that in order to create a successful walkability project, the walk needs to be useful, safe, 
comfortable and interesting (Speck, 2018). Bekk to the Future marks up the most practical and 
efficient route between different local centers. It avoids car traffic and offers a layer of color, history, 
and engagement that makes it interesting. As a result, this project stands as an example of how to 
combine these important aspects of walkability in an area under development. 
 
Climate change and water management 
Hovinbekken is not just a connective structure. It is also an important symbol of urban change and 
climate action. Our cities are becoming increasingly vulnerable to extreme weather and floods, 
reopening streams and rivers like Hovinbekken create better infrastructure for collecting and handling 
large amounts of water. It also creates more pleasant urban spaces and contributes to biological 
diversity. By using Hovinbekken as an example and informing about the plans to reopen the stream, 
the project group wishes to contribute to spreading awareness. 
 

 
Figure 4. Hovinbekken at Hasle. Photo: Agency for Planning and Building Services.  
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Project outcomes 
Route 
The project’s outcome is a connected physical route for pedestrians, marked with blue circles and 
signs, going from Hasle in the south, to Risløkka, north of Økern. The route is marked with 60 blue 
circles (20 cm diameter) for wayfinding, complemented by a digital map that can be accessed by 
scanning a QR code included in the three information signs placed along the route. Five historical 
posters (A1) are placed behind Økernsenteret to tell the story of Hovinbekken and Økern. This makes 
an outdoor exhibition adding to a street gallery made by LEVA and pupils at Løren elementary 
school. 
 

 
Figure 5, 6 and 7. The installed posters at Hasle (left) and behind Økernsenteret (middle). Street gallery by LEVA and 
children from Løren elementary school (right).  
 
Permits and stewardship 
Through hard work and perseverance the project group has managed to get permits from 5 different 
landowners and responsible public authorities: The Agency for Urban Environment from the City of 
Oslo, the Norwegian Public Roads Administration, Sporveien, Vianor AS and Økern Sentrum ANS. 
The permits have a timeframe of 12 months. Through the sponsorship agreement with Økern Sentrum 
ANS and the stewardship agreement with Oslo Elveforum, the project group has succeeded in 
ensuring the installments can stay up for 12 months. 
 
Event and survey 
On Sunday December 6th, the project group hosted a small event at Økernsenteret, in an attempt to 
get feedback on how the route is perceived. People were invited to walk the route, come by our 
workspace and answer a short survey. Due to COVID-19 measurements only family, acquaintances 
and stakeholders were invited. 
 
A total of 8 people answered the survey. 25 % of the respondents were familiar with the Økern area 
from before. 87,5% of the respondents found it easy or very easy to follow the path. Some of the 
critical responses to the markings were that the blue bubbles could have been larger, in a brighter 
color, and that it was challenging to find the start and end of the route. To indicate if the route was 
walkable, respondents were asked about the four walkability requirements (useful, safe, comfortable 
and interesting). 100% of the respondents experienced the route as useful and comfortable, and 87,5% 
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experienced the route as safe and interesting. The respondents that did not experience the route as 
safe, explained that this was because “the area just before Økern station was too closed and hidden 
from view”, referring to the south side of Økernsenteret. 
 

 
Figure 8 and 9. Survey results.  
 
When asked about their impression of Økern after walking the route, respondents said they saw a 
worn transformation area with much potential, and expressed an interest in the plans for developing 
Økern. The survey results indicate that Bekk to the Future fulfills the four requirements for 
walkability and that the markings were sufficient for wayfinding. 
 
Publicity 
During project work, Økern Sentrum has shared pictures and videos of the project on their Instagram 
profile. Oslo Elveforum has written an article about Bekk to the Future, posted on their web page, 
describing the project's route and ideas. They shared the article on Facebook and in their newsletter. 
The group has also been invited to present the project at one of Oslo Elveforum’s meetings. On 
December 9th, the project group was interviewed by Aftenposten. The newspaper article is expected 
to be published in week 51.  
 

 
Figure 10.  Collage of publicity. 
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Timeline and activities 

 
Figure 11. Timeline. 

Project barriers 
Throughout this project work, the group has encountered several obstacles for the realization of the 
project’s physical installations. 
 
Public sector bureaucracy and response time 
The most apparent project barrier has been public sector bureaucracy. Permits from five landowners 
were needed to implement the design - three of these were public authorities. The project group 
reached out to the private landowners through email and physical meetings, and got permission to 
establish markings and signs within a short time. No information on how to apply for these kinds of 
temporary installments was available from national and municipal agencies. Thus, much time was 
spent searching for the right people and departments to contact. When relevant authorities and public 
landowners were contacted, the project group experienced long response times and uncertainty.  
 
Multiple reasons for downscaling  
The early project design included more artistic and expressive elements along the route. KORO and 
the Agency for Cultural Affairs have an ongoing art project at Økern, called “Økern!”, with the aim to 
connect art and city development (Oslo Kommune, 2020d). The project group reached out more than 
once to propose a collaboration, but unfortunately never got a reply. The group located and suggested 
several places for street art and installations, and considered hiring artists themselves, but was not 
granted the necessary permits. The Norwegian Public Road Administration argued that street art often 
leads to more unwanted graffiti. A wish to paint along pavement, curbs, and railings was also declined 
due to the reasons above and safety precautions for cyclists. Equipment was bought to prototype blue 
filters for lights around Økernsenteret. However, the outcome was too dark to be a positive 
contribution to the plot. Bad weather has been another obstacle in realizing the physical installation, 
as painting on the ground was hindered by rain and cold temperatures. 
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Remaining questions 
The remaining questions concern the uncertainty of availability at Økern because of large 
developments. Parts of the path will, in some years, be impossible to access due to construction work. 
It is a remaining question if the chosen route should have been one available throughout the entire 
development. Another question is how much of an interest there is for Økern. Although the 
respondents from the survey expressed interest in the planned development, the answers might have 
been different had it come from a more representative sample. It is still unclear if the project group 
has managed to showcase Økern in a way that will interest all groups of society. The challenges of 
walkability at Økern and Hovinbyen are big and complex, and it is uncertain if small signs marking a 
path have significant outcome in increasing walkability. 
 

Recommendations 
The design of the path has been downscaled because of strict regulations on publicly owned plots. The 
full design concept can be found in Appendix B. The project group recommends that the path should 
be an arena for art projects like “Økern!” to take place, and that the project can be given another level 
of interest by being an arena for cultural offerings. For example, the route goes by an old factory 
building, which has been proposed as a future art gallery in VPOR Hasle og Valle Hovin (Plan- og 
bygningsetaten, 2018b, p. 55). 
 
The municipality has suggested that they should encourage and make temporary projects possible in 
Hovinbyen. The project group recommends that the City of Oslo establishes a framework for 
processing applications for temporary projects, with available information online. The project group 
has several recommendations on how to write a permit. The applications should be specific, and must 
include detailed information of the proposal, including exact location, time frame, and plan for 
maintaining the installation. Illustrations should be included. Having a flexible design and 
communicating willingness to downscale was crucial in getting permits. This way, the municipality 
and road authorities could decline some parts of the application and say yes to other parts. Ask for 
updates and where in the process the application is. Remember that good projects come from good 
relationships. Finally, it is crucial to explain the reasoning behind the project, and why it is relevant. 
The project group has been met with a lot of positivity because the project answers to a clear need in 
the area.  
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Appendix A: Documents and maps 
 
Budget 
 

 
Sponsorship Agreement (4 pages) 
 

 

 

Product Supplier Planned expenses Actual expenses 

Blue bubble signs AllKopi 8 470,00 kr 6 625,41 kr 

Information signs/posters AllKopi 6 539,00 kr 6 538,54 kr 

Signs/posters delivery Hurtig-Gutta 500,00 kr 437,50 kr 

Installation equipment for posters Euroskilt 8 500,00 kr 7 511,00 kr 

Lighting filters and installation equipment Biltema 3 000,00 kr 1 926,80 kr 

Sum  27 009,00 kr 23 039,25 kr 

Contingency  2 991,00 kr 6 960,75 kr 

Total budget  30 000,00 kr 30 000,00 kr 
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Stewardship agreement (3 pages) 
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E-mail to journalist - press release (1 page) 
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Final application (27 pages) 
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Permits from public authorities (3 pages) 
 

 

 
 
Mapping private developers/landowners 
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Mapping route alternatives 
 

 

 

 
 
Mapping Hovinbekken 
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Other maps 
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Appendix B: 

- Posters
- Bekk to the Future – Design
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BEKK TO THE FUTURE 
DESIGN
!e following slides showcase the full design
concept, which was downscaled and not part of the�
"nal project outcome.

!e design of the path is based on the concept of blue and�
orange elements marking the route throughout the physical�
environment, and street art and murals where suited.

!e blue elements symbolize water and nature, and will be�
clearly visible along the path.

!e orange elements will be placed where it is an opportunity to�
highlight elements that create sense of place and identity, such as�
landmarks, historical places or buildings or stories.

!e project group imagines the blue elements to be di#erent�
structures along the path painted blue, and the orange elements�
to be empty picture frames. 
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Street Art
!e next slides include suggested spots for murals and street art. 
!e application was declined. 
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Økern Sentrum 
!e next slides show the suggested design concept around 
Økernsenteret. !e circles were not implemented due to bad 
weather. Blue lights were not installed because the outcome 
was toP dark. 
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